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A combination of analytical techniques, with special emphasis on selective area Stokes
polarimetry, has been used to explore the structural properties and magnetic behavior of focused
ion beam patterned Fe thin films under controlled Gaþ ion irradiation. Ion irradiation at doses
ranging from 7.7  1015 to 5.2  1016 Ga ions cm2 did not noticeably alter the chemical properties
of the Fe, but changes to the film structure and increased coercivity were observed even after the
lowest doses. Magnetic transmission x-ray microscopy provided detailed information about the
magnetization reversal process occurring within a patterned area of film comprising both Fe and
Fe-Ga regions, and clearly showed domain wall pinning around the magnetically harder Fe-Ga.
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3565049]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Focused ion beam (FIB) lithography is particularly
attractive because of its “direct-write” nature, allowing relatively quick patterning on a scale of tens of nanometers up to
tens of microns without requiring masks or resists. As was
first demonstrated by Chappert,1 magnetic behavior can be
altered using ion doses much lower than those required for
topographic patterning. Most commercial FIB systems use
Ga ion sources which can lead to contamination of the target
material. This is sometimes thought to contribute to reduced
saturation magnetization (MS) of irradiated magnetic films.
However, the energetic process of ion irradiation can also
affect magnetocrystalline, interface and exchange anisotropies through structural modification and interface mixing.2–9
Here we explore Ga ion irradiation of single-layer nanocrystalline Fe films which allows us to study the effects of dose
dependent ion implantation without the added complications
of differential sputtering and to minimize the number of
interfaces which contribute to mixing that can occur in more
complex magnetic structures. Furthermore, we demonstrate
the use of selective area Stokes polarimetry (SASP), which
provides site-specific, quantitative measurement of the ion
dose dependent Faraday rotation and ellipticity angle, enabling us to effectively separate the various contributions
from film thinning due to sputtering, structural modifications
and compositional changes caused by Ga ion irradiation.

films with 30 keV Gaþ ions at doses ranging from 7.7  1015
to 5.2  1016 ions cm2. Areas of 40  40 lm2, isolated by
the removal of the Fe within 2 lm wide surrounding regions,
were used for the magneto-optical study. SASP was implemented using a simple optical imaging system with a dual
photoelastic modulator (PEM) Stokes polarimeter,10 which
performs absolute characterization of the polarization state
and thus provides direct, quantitative comparison between
measurements from different samples.
Changes to the Fe microstructure were investigated
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and selected
area electron diffraction (SAED). Additional structural and
chemical information was gathered by x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) using a scanning transmission x-ray microscope (STXM) at beamline 5.3.2 (Ref. 11) at the Advanced
Light Source (ALS).
To explore further the effects of Ga ion irradiation on
magnetic domain formation, discrete areas of a 15 nm thick
Fe film were exposed to a moderate dose of 2  1016 ions
cm2 such that a composite pattern of Fe and Fe-Ga was created in the form of an array of “split-ring resonators.”12 Domain imaging was performed using the full-field
transmission soft x-ray microscope (XM-1) at beamline 6.1.2
at the ALS,13,14 with the incident (circularly polarized) photon energy tuned to the Fe absorption edge (707 eV). The
XMCD contrast was obtained by calculating the ratios
between consecutive images, such that the unwanted morphological contrast was suppressed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Several nanocrystalline Fe films 12 to 15 nm in thickness were grown on 100 nm Si3N4 membranes using e-beam
evaporation in an ultrahigh vacuum system. The FIB was
used to irradiate (by raster scanning) discrete areas of the
a)
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows bright field TEM images and corresponding SAED patterns from the 12 nm thick Fe with
increasing Ga ion dose. The SAED patterns, with the amorphous contribution from the silicon nitride membrane
removed, confirmed a body centered cubic (bcc) structure.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Normalized XAS showing the variation in the mass
absorption coefficient (l) of Fe with photon energy. The Fe L2,3 absorption
peaks are at 721 and 708 eV, respectively, for the as-grown and irradiated
film.

FIG. 1. TEM images and SAED patterns for the as-grown Fe (a) and the
Fe-Ga irradiated with (b) 7.7  1015, (c) 2.3  1016, and (d) 3.4  1016
ions cm2. The scale bars represent 100 nm.

The (211) ring in (a) and (b) is much more prominent than
any other ring, indicating a preferential orientation (texturing) during film deposition. The initial grain size was found
to be approximately 15 nm, which increased to around 26
nm after irradiating with a Ga dose of 7.7  1015 ions cm2
as a result of the atomic reorganization that takes place during an ion-target interaction.3,15 After a dose of 2.3  1016
ions cm2, the texturing initially present in the as-grown film
was lost, possibly as a result of recrystallization [Fig. 1(c)].
It is also apparent from the TEM image that the film began
to segregate into clusters. This is much more noticeable in
Fig. 1(d) and interestingly, the corresponding SAED pattern
still shows evidence of a bcc structure, which persisted even
after the highest dose of 5.2  1016 ions cm2 (not shown).
Kinematic simulations of the implantation suggest that
the majority of the Ga ions stop within the Fe layer and
makeup approximately 9%–10% of the layer after the initial
ion dose of 7.7  1015 ions cm2. As the dose is increased
and the Fe layer becomes discontinuous, it is more difficult
to quantify the proportion of Ga ions brought to rest in the
Fe. Silicon and nitrogen will also migrate upwards into the
Fe from the underlying substrate but the majority of these
atoms come to rest within about 1 nm of the interface.
XAS from several irradiated areas are shown in Fig. 2,
where the absorption peaks at 708 and 721 eV, correspond to
the Fe L3 and L2 absorption edges, respectively. The preedge backgrounds have been subtracted from each spectrum,
followed by normalization to the value of the edge-step at

708 eV in order to correct for the varying thickness of the
Fe. The absorption peaks produced by the Fe-Ga do not
appear shifted with respect to those from the pure Fe, suggesting that complexes of FeGa compounds were not formed
during irradiation. An ordered D03 phase is known to begin
to form in FeGa alloys when the Ga content approaches
20%.16 Despite the high Ga content in our irradiated films,
the energetic nature of the implantation process may have
prevented such compounds from forming. During implantation, the Fe atoms are only mobile for the duration of the collision cascades, thus local recrystallization, a rapid process
rather like quenching from high temperatures,16 may inhibit
the formation of long range chemical order.
Figure 3 illustrates the magnetic hysteresis behavior in
the ellipticity angle (eF) of the transmitted light for the asgrown and irradiated Fe measured using the SASP technique.
The as-grown film had a low coercivity (HC) of about 15 Oe,
as illustrated by the narrow hysteresis loop, which was
noticeably altered after ion irradiation. At the lowest ion
dose of 7.7  1015 ions cm2 HC increased only marginally

FIG. 3. (Color online) Magnetic hysteresis loops measured using SASP
show the variation in ellipticity angle of the transmitted light with applied
field. For clarity, not all loops have been plotted, however the inset shows
the coercivity of each irradiated region of film vs the applied ion dose.
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above that of the Fe, but already a marked reduction in the
ellipticity angle at saturation magnetization was apparent. A
higher dose of 1.1  1016 ions cm2, increased HC to 40 Oe
but the sharp switching shown by the loop squareness indicates that magnetization reversal across the film was relatively unrestricted. The introduction of domain wall pinning
only became apparent after a higher dose of 1.7  1016 ions
cm2, where HC had increased to 100 Oe. As shown in the
inset, HC reached a maximum of about 200 Oe (almost 14
times that of the Fe) following a dose of (2.3 to 2.9)  1016
ions cm2, and subsequently reduced with the application of
higher doses.
The reduction in the ellipticity angle at saturation (esat
F )
was approximately linear with ion dose as shown in Fig. 4.
Using the XAS data from a similar sample (Fig. 2), it was
possible to estimate the thickness of the Fe in each irradiated
region. For thin films where the dichroic effect is small, esat
F
is approximately linearly proportional to optical path length
(L). Thus the ratio, esat
F =L, which is a material specific quantity, would change with ion dose if the Ga, Si, or N had significantly affected the saturation magnetization. A small
reduction in esat
F =L is apparent after application of the lowest
ion dose, which is indicative of a reduction in MS and could
be a consequence of Ga accumulation. However, the value
of esat
F =L did not change significantly with further irradiation
until approximately 3.44  1016 ions cm2 had been applied.
If Ga accumulation was primarily responsible for the initial
reduction in MS we would expect to see a further reduction
16
in esat
F =L at higher doses as more Ga is added. At 3.44  10
2
ions cm , the film became discontinuous to a large extent,
hence the onset of a reduction in esat
F =L. We therefore conclude that the overall reduction in esat
F was primarily a result
of the reducing volume (i.e., the thickness) of Fe, rather than
Ga contamination as is sometimes reported to affect other
magnetic systems.2,4
Changes in the domain wall structure can give rise to
thickness-dependent coercivity in polycrystalline Fe films,
particularly if a switch between Bloch and Néel domain wall

FIG. 4. (Color online) The ellipticity angle of light transmitted through the
magnetically saturated Fe and Fe-Ga is inversely proportional to the ion
dose due to reducing film thickness. The magnetic circular dichroism is independent of ion dose until the film becomes discontinuous at doses above
3.4  1016 ions cm2. This is illustrated by the black dashed line, which is a
guide to the eye only.
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type occurs. This may be expected when the thickness
approaches 40 nm.17 Kim and Oliveria show that below this
thickness, not considering stress, grain size and surface
roughness, the coercivity of an Fe film can be expected to be
proportional to its thickness.17 Our films are well into the
Néel wall regime yet we observe a significant increase in the
coercivity with reducing thickness. A dose of 1.7  1016 ions
cm2 reduces the thickness by only 3 nm but increases the
coercivity sevenfold. Such behavior is more likely to be
related to the modified microstructure shown in Fig. 1.
It is well known that the coercivity of polycrystalline
films is highly dependent upon microstructure.18–20 The asgrown Fe film, shown in Fig. 1(a), comprised grains approximately 15 nm in size, slightly smaller than the 18 nm
exchange correlation length, L0, in Fe.19 In this case there is
an averaging of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy over several grains that are coupled by the exchange interaction,18
which makes nanocrystalline materials magnetically soft.
Evidence for this is observed20 in Lorentz micrographs of Fe
films of comparable thickness where magnetization ripple is
absent for small grain sizes. Increasing the grain size toward
L0 reduces the coupling and increases coercivity to its maximum value.18 This may contribute to the magnetic hardening
of the Fe-Ga after the initial ion dose, where the grain size
goes from being less than L0 to slightly greater than L0. The
hysteresis loop squareness in the Fe-Ga regions irradiated
with 7.7  1015 and 1.1  1016 ions cm2, may suggest that
any defects introduced by the Ga were smaller than L0 such
that their effects were averaged out. In addition to grain
enlargement, the incorporation of Ga, particularly if it accumulates at the grain boundaries, may also reduce intergranular coupling and increase coercivity to some extent.
However, considering the relatively constant value of esat
F =L
as shown in Fig. 4 and the well known strong dependence of
coercivity on grain size,18–20 we believe grain enlargement
to be the most likely reason for the initial magnetic
hardening.
When the grain size is increased in excess of L0, then for
relatively thick films, it is widely accepted that the coercivity
is determined by domain wall pinning at the grain boundaries. The coercivity is then inversely proportional to the grain
size18,19 and is largely determined by the first anisotropy
constant, K1.18–20 It is evident that moderate ion doses
enlarged the grain size significantly above L0 and thus one
might expect to see a decrease in coercivity, but this is not
the case. At doses of 1.7  1016 ions cm2 and above, discontinuities as observed in Fig. 1(c) and (d) become larger.
Moreover these discontinuities could provide additional pinning sites for the central core of Néel domain walls further
increasing the coercivity. (It is known that the core of a Néel
wall is narrow and can be pinned.21) We do not observe the
reduction in coercivity that might otherwise accompany
grain enlargement because of these additional pinning sites.
At the highest ion doses (>3.44  1016 ions cm2), the intergranular distance began to increase [Fig. 1(d)] such that the
remaining isolated Fe-Ga grains were only weakly coupled
through magnetostatic interactions.
The trend in increased coercivity of the Fe-Ga regions
is also noticeable when observing the domain formation
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FIG. 5. A composite Fe and Fe-Ga pattern. The pattern design is shown in (a),
where the dark areas represent the Ga
irradiation. XMCD images of the magnetization reversal sequence (with an overlay
of the pattern design as a guide) are
shown in (b)-(f), where the magnetic field
was applied in the horizontal direction.
The images only show the areas of the
film that switch between two successive
field steps, which are given along the left
side of the images. The scale bars in the
bottom right corner of each image represent 1 lm.

during a magnetization cycle of the more complex composite Fe/Fe-Ga “meta-material” pattern, the geometry of
which is illustrated in Fig. 5(a). According to SASP and
TEM analysis the moderate dose of 2  1016 ions cm2
used to create this pattern increases HC without introducing
very large film discontinuities. The diagram shows a 1 lm
wide frame that surrounds the pattern, also irradiated with a
dose of 2  1016 ions cm2. XMCD images of a small section of the patterned film are shown in Figs. 5(b) to 5(f),
with an outline of the implanted pattern superimposed to
highlight its relation to the domain formation. The images
show areas of the film that switched as the applied field was
stepped from 0 to 225 Oe, visible as dark regions. Note
that only the changes in the magnetic structure occurring
between successive field steps (given in the figure) are visible. It is immediately apparent that the domains were not
confined to the pure Fe rings but were still able to form
within the Fe-Ga areas. There was, however, a pinning
effect created by the Fe-Ga features, which is particularly
noticeable along the implanted frame approximately parallel to the applied field. This is the last section of film seen
to reverse its magnetization in (f), in contrast to the surrounding Fe film outside of the implanted area, the majority
of which switched at 53 Oe (not shown in the figure). The
complex patterns are expected to lead to additional magnetostatic interactions resulting in the values of coercivity at
different parts of the pattern not being directly comparable
to those in Fig. 3.
IV. SUMMARY

We have shown with a combination of analytical techniques, the different effects of Ga ion implantation on the
structural and magnetic properties of nanocrystalline Fe
films. XAS has provided a measure of the reduction in film
thickness with applied ion dose, and has also shown that despite the high Ga content, FeGa compounds are not created

in any detectable quantity. SASP and complementary
XMCD images revealed that the Fe-Ga was significantly
harder magnetically than the as-grown Fe (with at least an
order of magnitude increase in coercivity). Although the
effects of Ga accumulation are difficult to single out, magneto-optical measurements suggest that the Ga does not
strongly affect the saturation magnetization. In view of this,
we believe the small increase in coercivity that occurs after
the initial ion dose of 7.7  1015 ions cm2 is primarily associated with an increase in grain size beyond the exchange
correlation length. At moderate to high ion doses
(>1.7  1016 ions cm2) the growing discontinuities created
in the film, as revealed by TEM, introduce pinning sites for
the domain walls and are responsible for the much larger
increases in coercivity. Such large contrast in coercivity
achievable using FIB direct-write may be useful, for
instance, in the prototyping of logic devices based on current
driven domain wall motions.22 The reduction in the values of
ellipticity angle at saturation magnetization with increasing
ion dose has been shown to be primarily linked to the film
thickness. The highly sensitive dual PEM-based Stokes polarimeter combined with an imaging system clearly showed
a strong advantage in the study, so a plan is at hand to develop a fully fledged scanning Stokes polarimetric microscope to explore its potential.
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